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Summary
Anorexia nervosa (AN) is a relatively common disorder, especially in adolescent and
young adult women. The lifetime prevalence of AN in females ranges from 1.2 to 2.2%.
The prevalence in males is 10-times lower. The condition is associated with a high risk of
chronic course and poor prognosis in terms of treatment and the risk of death. Longer followup periods seemed to correspond with increased improvement rates and increased mortality.
Onset of the disorder during adolescence is associated with better prognosis. It is reported that
as much as 70% to over 80% of patients in this age group achieve remission. Worse outcomes
are observed in patients who required hospitalization and in adults. Recent studies indicate
improved prognosis for cure and lower mortality rates than previously reported. However,
the recovery can take several years and AN is associated with high risk of developing other
psychiatric disorders during the patients’ lifetime, even after recovery from AN (mainly:
affective disorders, anxiety disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorders, substance abuse disorders). Studies indicate that bulimic symptoms often occur in the course of anorexia nervosa
(especially within 2–3 years from the onset of AN). The authors present a review of literature
on the course, comorbidity, mortality, and prognostic factors in AN. Better knowledge of the
course of anorexia can contribute to more realistic expectations of the pace of symptomatic
improvement, as well as to a creation of therapeutic programs which are better adapted to
the needs of the patients.
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Introduction
According to large population-based studies, the lifetime prevalence of anorexia
nervosa (AN) in females ranges from 1.2 to 2.2% and that of sub-threshold/atypical AN
(aAN) from 2.4 to 4.3% [1–3]. The estimated prevalence in males is 10-times lower
[4], however, there are studies indicating the prevalence of AN in the male population
to be somewhat higher. Bulik at al. [1] reported the prevalence of AN (according to
DSM-IV criteria) in females to be 1.2%, and in males 0.29%, and according to DSM-
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5 criteria AN prevalence in the population of 14-year-olds was estimated at 3.2% in
females, and 1.6% in males [5].
The onset of AN most commonly occurs during adolescence, with 15–19-yearolds constituting 40% of newly diagnosed cases. Peak incidence is between 14 and
18 years of age. Approximately 85% of cases begin before the age of 20, and nearly
all of them before the age of 25 [6]. AN is relatively rare in the population under 13
years of age [4]. Some studies indicate increasing incidence of AN [7–9], especially in
females aged 15–24 years [8]. A meta-analysis of studies on AN incidence in Northern
Europe indicates an increasing AN incidence until the 1970s, with a subsequent plateau
at approximately 5–5.4 cases per 100,000 [8].
AN is a psychiatric disorder with a substantial comorbidity, chronic course, and the
highest mortality among all psychiatric conditions [10]. The disorder present a challenge for doctors and therapists as AN sufferers often deny being affected, hide their
symptoms and signs, or avoid treatment. Studies demonstrate that only approximately
50% of AN cases are diagnosed [2] and only 1 in 3 of those diagnosed receive specialist care [11]. Out of those who begin treatment, 20–51% of inpatients and 23–73% of
outpatients avoid or drop out from their treatment program [12].
Better knowledge of the course of anorexia can contribute to more realistic expectations of the pace of symptomatic improvement, as well as to a creation of therapeutic
programs which are better adapted to the needs of the patients.
The course of anorexia nervosa
A meta-analysis of 119 studies published in the second half of the 20th century [13]
demonstrated that 46.9±19.7% of patients (range: 0–92%) recovered, 33.5±17.8% of
patients (range: 0–75%) improved, and 20.8 ±12.8% of patients (range: 0–79%) suffered from chronic AN. Such considerable differences in the course of this condition
are mostly due to variations in terms of the adopted recovery criteria, follow-up duration, duration of symptomatic remission, study group clinical characteristics, and the
type of management. Longer follow-up periods seemed to correspond with increased
improvement rates (and increased mortality). Follow-up durations of <4 years, 4–10
years, and >10 years corresponded to the recovery rates of 32.6±24.3%, 47±15.7%,
and 73.2±16.2%, respectively.
Long-term treatment outcomes are better when considered with respect to the
particular AN symptom normalization. For example, normalization of weight, menses, and eating habits were observed in 59.6±15.3%, 57.0±17.2%, and 46.8±19.6% of
cases, respectively [13]. A study in a group of adolescents receiving family therapy,
with a 2–6-year-long follow-up, demonstrated that the rates of somatic recovery (defined as reaching >85% of ideal body weight – IBW) and resumption of menses were
significantly higher than those of psychological recovery (94.4%, 90.5%, and 57.1%,
respectively). In this study, the time necessary to reach weight improvement was less
than 1 year and psychological remission was achieved after another year [14].
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The course of anorexia nervosa in population-based studies
Based on the suppositions that patients requiring inpatient treatment may have
poorer prognosis and that some patients would never begin therapy, some studies were
conducted to assess the course of AN in groups comprising individuals selected from
the general population. One of such studies compared adolescents (aged up to 19 years)
selected during a population-based study (20% of whom had never had any contact
with a psychiatrist and only 61% of whom had ever received therapy) and a control
group of healthy adolescents. After 18 years of follow-up, 54% of individuals from
the study group (vs. 88% of the control group) were free from disturbed behaviors
and attitudes with respect to food and shape, while 22% (vs. 2% of the control group)
avoided eating. According to the Morgan–Russell criteria, treatment outcomes were
good, intermediate, and poor in 84%, 10%, and 6% of patients, respectively. Eighteen
years after receiving AN diagnosis 12% of patients still met eating disorder criteria.
AN persisted continually in 2% of patients [15].
In another group of females with the onset of AN during adolescence (57% of
whom received specialist care at some point) weight normalization was observed in
nearly all patients after 7 years, but in 41% of patients symptoms of eating disorder
persisted (mainly bulimia nervosa – BN). After 10 years of follow-up, the study
group did not differ from the control group in terms of body weight or BMI (Body
Mass Index), while 27% of females still met eating disorder criteria. One third of
patients reported running commentary voices with regards to eating-associated
behaviors during the period of AN symptoms, and 11.8% of patients underwent
a psychotic episode during follow-up. After a 10-year follow-up, Morgan–Russell’s
good, intermediate, and poor outcome was exhibited by 49%, 41%, and 10% of
patients, respectively. No deaths were reported during the study. The authors suggested that the outcome in the case of treated patients might be very similar to the
natural outcome of the illness [16].
A population-based study in adolescent females [2] showed a symptomatic improvement in 66.8% of patients with AN and 69.1% of patients with atypical AN
(aAN) within 5 years. The outcomes did not differ in the treated and untreated groups.
Most patients achieved clinical improvement within 5 years and, from that point on,
improvement usually progressed until full recovery. The endpoint of follow-up saw
recovery in 70.9% of females with AN and in 76.6% of females with aAN. Five years
after clinical improvement, most patients achieved complete, or nearly complete, psychological recovery (in Eating Disorders Inventory subscales – EDI) and their body
weight approached that of their healthy peers.
Another, similar population-based study of AN outcome, that adopted a relatively
high BMI criterion for good treatment outcome (BMI ≥19 kg/m2), included adolescents
and adults newly diagnosed at the level of primary healthcare. After an average of
approximately 5 years, the study showed good treatment outcomes in 55% of patients
with restrictive type AN and in 57% of patients with bulimic-type AN, while intermediate outcomes were observed in 21% and 17% of patients, respectively, and poor
outcomes in 21% and 32%, respectively [17].
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The course of anorexia nervosa depending on the age of patients
AN treatment outcomes observed in adult groups, jointly evaluated groups of
adults and adolescents are worse than in adolescents [13, 18–21]. According to metaanalysis by Steinhausen [13], treatment outcomes in adolescents were better than those
observed in the adolescent and adult populations evaluated jointly (with good treatment
outcomes observed in 57.1±15% vs. 44.2±21.8% of those populations, respectively,
and a chronic course observed in 16.9±7.5% vs. 23.5±14.9% of those populations,
respectively). More recent studies in adolescents with AN indicate that approximately
70%, and even over 80% of adolescents achieve remission [13, 18–21].
A 10-year-long prospective study by Herpertz-Dahlmann et al. [19] in adolescent
females hospitalized due to AN showed a complete recovery rate of 69%. Importantly,
the patients with long time since their improvement did not differ from the control group
in terms of other psychiatric disorders or psychosocial functioning. Another long-term
observational study in women who had received (as adolescents) an average of 12
months of comprehensive therapy at a specialist facility, showed increased remission
rates from 67.6% after 8 years to 85.3% after 16 years, with the achieved remissions
seemingly permanent. Between year 8 and 16 of follow-up, the study also demonstrated
a considerable improvement in the following symptoms: desire to be thin, body dissatisfaction and bulimic symptoms, while difficulties in recognizing emotions and in
identifying hunger and satiety persisted [21]. A similarly good outcomes (remissions
after 3.5–14.5 years in 82% of cases) were achieved in a group of adolescent females
receiving intensive treatment involving brief periods of hospitalization (when strictly
necessary); with almost all patients receiving further outpatient care [18].
In another long-term study (follow-up of 10–15 years after hospitalization) in
a group of adolescent patients receiving intensive therapeutic program (including
individual, group and family therapy) 75.8% of patients reached complete recovery,
with a partial recovery rate of 10.5%, and chronic AN in 13.7%. Transient symptoms
aggravation was observed in 30% of patients. Following recovery, AN recurrences
were relatively rare. Patients with chronic AN demonstrated considerably poorer work
adjustment, social relations, and life satisfaction after a period of 5 and 10 years in
comparison with healthy individuals and those with partial improvement [22].
In one study AN outcomes and mortality were compared in three age groups
(<18 years old, aged 18–39, and ≥40 years old). The study showed the poorest treatment outcome, social and interpersonal functioning, and quality of life in patients who
were in the 18–39 age group at the beginning of the follow-up. This age group also
showed the highest mortality [23].
Outcome of anorexia nervosa in hospitalized patients
Worse outcomes are observed in patients who required hospitalization.
A review of the literature from the period 2004–2009 showed that treatment outcomes ranged from optimistic for patients of community health clinic (2% of them
continued to be diagnosed with AN after a 9-year follow-up), to much worse for
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inpatients (18% of inpatients met AN criteria after 12 years of follow-up). Authors
summarized that a majority of outpatients with AN are in remission five or more
years following presentation and conversely, minority of patients with AN treated in
inpatient settings achieve remission irrespective of whether follow-up occurs 2 or 12
years following hospitalization [24].
Sullivan et al. [25] reported that 10% of patients continued to meet criteria of AN
12 years after their first hospitalization, while 15.7% had aAN. The authors emphasized the fact that even females who did not meet the criteria of AN had a relatively
low body weight, cognitive functioning characteristic of AN, and significantly lower
desired BMI in comparison to those parameters in females from the control group.
It should be emphasized that in the past the outcomes for hospitalized patients were
worse than in the present.
Despite its average follow-up of 20 years, one study that evaluated patients (adolescents and adults with a relatively long duration of the illness and low body weight
before hospitalization) hospitalized in the sixties showed generally poorer treatment
outcomes with good treatment outcomes reported only in 30% of patients, intermediate
outcomes in 32.5% of patients, and poor treatment outcomes in 20% of patients (17.5%
of patients died) [26]. A more recent example of poor outcome of AN was a 21-year-long
prospective study in adolescent and adult females following their first hospitalization
that was published in 2000. This study showed complete recovery in 50.6% of patients,
improvement in 20.8% of patients, and persistent fully symptomatic AN (according to
DSM-IV criteria) in 10.4% of patients. The mortality rate was 16.7% [27].
After hospital discharge health deterioration is a common phenomenon in AN
patients.
An observational study of patients treated in a hospital setting (undergoing intensive treatment) showed moderate or slight deterioration in their condition within
the first two years after discharge with respect to the improvement achieved during
hospitalization. However, progressive improvement was observed after 3–12 years
of follow-up [28].
Another study demonstrated good outcomes (according to Morgan–Russell criteria)
after an average of approximately 8 years follow-up in 75% of patients, intermediate
outcomes in 11% of patients, and poor outcomes in 14% of patients treated during
adolescence, despite frequent need for re-hospitalization (35% of the study group).
However, 38% of patients were still concerned about their weight and appearance
(including 62% who continued to limit their food intake) [29].
Chronic course of anorexia nervosa
A number of studies indicate that AN is a potentially chronic disorder both in the
treated and the general populations. According to Strober et al. [22], patients with
adolescent-onset AN who underwent intensive treatment required from 4.8 to 6.6
years to recover. The rates of partial and complete improvement 2 years after hospitalization were 10% and 0%, respectively, and 3 years after hospitalization – 21% and
1%, respectively. Improvement rate increased rapidly 4 years after hospital treatment.
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Partial improvement or complete recovery after 5 years were observed in 54.8% and
17.9% of patients, respectively, and increased in the subsequent years of follow-up (to
73.7% and 58.9%, respectively, after 7 years, and to 84.3% and 72.6%, respectively,
after 10 years). There were also sporadic cases of complete recovery after more than
10 years of follow-up.
The average duration of AN in patients identified in a population-based study of
adolescents was 3.4±2.4 years (range 0.9–14.7 years) [15]. Another, similar study in
the general population showed that the median time to recovery for the restrictive type
of AN was 3.3 years, and binge-eating/purging type of AN – 4.4 years [17]. Likewise,
a study by Råstam et al. [16] showed the mean duration of symptoms to be 3.3 years
(2.7–3.8 years).
Bulimic symptoms in the course of anorexia nervosa
Studies indicate that bulimic symptoms often occur in the course of anorexia
nervosa. Strober et al. [22] demonstrated that approximately 30% of patients with
restrictive type of AN exhibit binge-eating episodes (with an onset after an average of 24 months of follow-up). This symptom was more common in patients with
a hostile attitude toward their families and in the case of absent parental empathy and
tenderness toward the patient. Eckert et al. [30], who included only female patients
hospitalized for AN, demonstrated that a period of bulimic symptoms occurred in up
to 64% of cases. The high prevalence of bulimic symptoms in AN was also confirmed
in a population-based study with an 18-year follow-up of adolescents (some of them
treatment-naïve), which showed that only 24% of patients had never exhibited bulimic
symptoms [15]. Another study showed 15% of patients exhibiting symptoms of BN
after 20 years of follow-up [26].
Diagnostic crossover to BN among hospitalized adolescent and adult patients with
AN (binge-eating/purging type in 71% of patients) occurred both in the restrictive type
and binge-eating/purging type; however, in the longer perspective, this occurred in
patients initially diagnosed with binge-eating/purging type. After 12 years of followup, crossover from AN to BN persisted only in 9.5% of patients [28].
According to a number of authors, symptoms of bulimia develop within 2–3
years from the onset of AN [16, 22, 25, 30, 31]. Sullivan et al. [25] reported diagnostic crossover from AN to BN mainly within the first 2 years of follow-up, while
development of BN after 5 years from AN onset was considered unlikely. This study
with an average of 12-year follow-up after the first hospitalization, showed that 54%
of females met criteria for BN at some point. After 12 years, BN criteria were met
by 11.4% of patients.
Contrary to the findings in the above-mentioned studies, a follow-up of patients
undergoing comprehensive treatment, mainly in outpatient setting, demonstrated
symptoms of bulimia in only 5% after 8 years and in 1.5% of patients after 16 years
[21]. One population-based study showed no conversion to symptoms of bulimia in
patients with a restrictive type of AN (diagnosed in primary care setting) [17].
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Mortality in anorexia nervosa
Mortality in AN depends on study group characteristics (general vs. hospitalized
population, disorder severity, diagnostic criteria), sample size, follow-up duration,
separate analysis of AN and other eating disorders, and the type of therapy.
Reported crude death rates (the proportion of deaths in a given population) range
from 0 to 22.5%, while the standardized mortality ratio (SMR), which quantifies the
increase in mortality in a study population of the same age, ranges from 0 to 17.8.
The SMR for suicidal death in AN ranges from 23.1 to 56.9 (as cited in: [32]). According to Klump et al. [10] the SMR in AN is the highest of that in all psychiatric
disorders.
Patients who receive treatment during adolescence are at a lower risk of death.
Some studies even suggest no mortality after 10 years of follow-up in patients with
adolescent-onset AN [18, 19, 22, 33]. Moreover, after 10–15 years of follow-up, no
deaths were observed in patients receiving intensive therapeutic support and nutritional
treatment in a hospital setting [22] as well as during an 18-year-long prospective observational study in patients with AN identified in screening tests of adolescents aged
up to 19 years (despite the fact that most of the patients did not receive therapy and
20% of patients did not receive specialist care) [15].
The crude death rate in a prospective long-term population-based study in Finnish
teenagers, including also untreated cases, was 0.3% per decade [2]. Another population-based study in cases of AN newly diagnosed in primary care setting (an average
follow-up of 5 years) reported a 0.7% mortality [17].
An analysis of national Swedish registry including female patients undergoing
treatment during adolescence in the period between 1987 and 1993 demonstrated total
mortality of 1.2%, and AN-related mortality of 0.8%. The SMR was 3 [34]. A similar
low mortality (1%) was observed in a group of patients treated during adolescence
(receiving intensive comprehensive therapy) [21].
Worse outcomes with higher mortality were observed in groups of adults, jointly
analyzed adults and adolescents, and patients requiring treatment in a hospital setting.
For example, after an average of 8-year follow-up, in the group of outpatient females
who were adolescents or adults at the time of qualification for treatment, the mortality
rate was 4.27%, and after excluding non-AN-related deaths SMR was 9.7. A metaanalysis (including 2,240 patients) conducted by the same authors showed that the
mortality rate in AN was 5.25% and the SMR was 9.7 [35].
A prospective study in adolescents and adults requiring hospitalization (bingeeating/purging type of AN constituted 71%) showed crude death rate of 4.9% after 2
years, 5.8% after 6 years, and 6.8% after 12 years. The SMR after 12 years was 8.85.
The patients who died had exhibited higher rates of depression, lower body weight,
higher rates of laxative abuse, hypersensitivity in social relations, feeling of inadequacy,
higher rates of introversion, lower self-esteem, and poorer social functioning at the
time of hospital admission [28].
Long-term treatment outcomes of other studies on the results of treatment in severe
cases from tertiary centers or those hospitalized showed high crude death rates of up
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to 16–18% [15, 26, 27, 36]. For example, one prospective study (average follow-up of
21years after the first hospitalization) reported an AN-related mortality of 15.6% [27].
The SMR in a large cohort study in patients admitted to tertiary hospitals (treated in the
80s and in the 90s) was as high as 10.5 (with 41% of deaths being due to suicides) [37].
A meta-analysis of 42 studies (average follow-up of 7.6 years – from 1.7 to 33
years, 3,006 subjects) demonstrated crude death rate in AN of 5.9% (0.56% per year
and approximately 5.6% per decade). The SMR in females with AN aged 15–24 was
12 and was two times higher than that in the group of females hospitalized for other
psychiatric reasons. The causes of death were: AN complications, suicides, and unknown in 54%, 27%, and 19% of cases, respectively. The suicide rates were 200-times
greater than those in the general population [38].
A more recent meta-analysis of studies published in the second half of the 20th
century (5,590 patients) yielded a crude death rate of 5.9±5.7% (range 0–22%).
The mortality rate was 0.9%±2% in the follow-up period of <4 years, 4.9%±4.3% in
the follow-up period of 4–10 years, and 9.4%±8.3% in the follow-up period of >10
years. The SMR ranged from 1.36 to 17.8. The highest SMR value (30) was observed
within the first year after presentation. The mortality rate in patients treated during
adolescence were lower than those in studies where adolescents and adults were evaluated jointly (1.8%±2.5% and 5.9%±5.7%, respectively) [13].
A meta-analysis of studies published between the year 1996 and 2010 (12,189
patients) indicated that the SMR for AN patients was 5.85. The higher mortality
rates were associated with age, low BMI, comorbidities (affective disorders, history
of suicidal and self-harm behaviors, alcohol abuse) and hospitalization due to other
psychiatric disorders. Few deaths were reported in the younger age group, while many
deaths were reported in those treated at the age of 20 and over. The SMR values in the
youngest patients (age at hospitalization 15–19 years), in those hospitalized at 20–29,
and in those treated at age 30 and over were 3, 10, and 6, respectively [39].
Analysis of 6,009 females hospitalized due to AN at least once in relation to the
cause of death registry in Sweden revealed high SMRs (the SMR for all causes 6.20,
with the SMRs for natural and unnatural causes 4.9 and 8.9, respectively). The highest
SMR (of 650.0) was for AN-related deaths, followed by the SMRs for substance abuse
(18.9) and suicide (13.6). The patients who were older at the time of hospitalization
were at a higher risk of early death (twofold higher in those aged 20–29 years and
fourfold higher in those aged 30–39 years in comparison to that for the age 10–19) and
underwent repeated hospitalizations including psychiatric hospitalizations for other
disorders. Authors emphasized that recent years have seen a decrease in the reported
mortality rates, which may be associated with improved care and therapy, treatment
of psychiatric comorbidities, better realimentation strategies, and a better control of
somatic disorders [32].
The recent findings of lower mortality rates were confirmed by an analysis of
studies published between 2004 and 2009. In this period, the crude death rate ranged
from 0 to 8%, with the cumulative death rate of 2.8% [24].
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Comorbidities in anorexia nervosa
AN is associated with a high comorbidity. Micali et al. [5] indicated that comorbidity is a common problem during the acute phase of the illness. A 2-year
follow-up of adolescents aged 14 and 16 meeting the DSM-5 criteria for AN showed
an increased risk of depressive and anxiety disorders. Many studies show a high
risk of developing other psychiatric disorders during the patients’ lifetime, even
after recovery from AN. Additional psychiatric disorders are more likely to occur in
those still affected. Two thirds of patients with a persistent eating disorder and one
third of those who stopped meeting eating disorder criteria had at least one other
psychiatric disorder [18].
A meta-analysis of studies published in the second half of the 20th century [13]
indicated that affective disorders occurred in 24.1%±16.3% (2–67%), neurotic or anxiety disorders in 25.5%±14.9% (4–61%), obsessive-compulsive disorders in 12%±6.4%
(0–23%), substance abuse disorder in 14.6%±10.4% (2–38%), and schizophrenia in
4.6%±5.7% (1–28%) of AN patients. A follow-up in patients with AN showed concomitant partially or fully symptomatic eating disorders or another psychiatric disorder
without eating disorders in over 50% of patients. A total of 31%±25.1% (0–76%) of
patients had an obsessive-compulsive personality disorder, 16.6%±19.9% (0–53%) of
patients had a histrionic personality disorder, and 17.4%±16.8% (0–69%) of patients
had other personality disorders including borderline states.
A 12-year follow-up of AN patients by Sullivan et al. [25] showed higher rates of
various psychiatric disorders during their lifetime versus the control group (respectively: depression disorders in 51.4% and 35.7%; alcohol dependence in 27.1% and
10.2%; other dependencies in 30% and 12.2%; anxiety disorders in 60% and 32.7%).
The following disorders were significantly more common in the affected group than
in the control group: generalized anxiety disorder, separation anxiety disorder, obsessive-compulsive disorder, and panic disorder. An 18-year follow-up of patients with
adolescent-onset AN versus the control group also showed the proportion of patients
with at least one additional psychiatric disorder to be over two times higher than in
the control group (39% vs. 16%, respectively) [18].
Sixteen years after the beginning of treatment (when 85.3% of patients no longer
had AN symptoms and 68% of patients — no eating disorders) 37% of patients continued to have symptoms of various psychiatric disorders (which did not disturb the
patients’ functioning in most cases), including most frequently symptoms of depression (56%), anxiety disorders (28%), and obsessive-compulsive disorders (12%) [21].
Another study with good treatment results (82% of patients in remission) after
a 3.5–14.5-year follow-up showed at least one axis I psychiatric disorder (according
to DSM-IV) in 41% of patients (most commonly a depressive or anxiety disorder),
with 10% of patients exhibiting symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
At the end of the follow-up period, 55% of patients exhibited eating disorders or other
psychiatric disorders [18].
Additional psychiatric disorders are more common in patients with binge-eating/
purging subtype of AN. Fichter et al. [28] conducted a 12-year follow-up of adoles-
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cents and adults with a history of hospital treatment, including a high rate of patients
with binge-eating/purging type of AN. The study showed the presence of psychiatric
disorders in as many as 76.6% of patients. The respective lifetime prevalence and
end-of-follow-up rates for mood disorders were 63.8% and 20.8%, major depression – 54.4% and 16.9%, dysthymia – 9.1% and 3.9%, anxiety disorders – 46.3% and
28.6%, panic attacks – 20.8% and 11.7%, obsessive-compulsive disorder – 18.2% and
13%, substance use disorders – 29.9% and 9.1%, drug dependence (mostly involving prescription drugs) – 16.9% and 2.6%, and psychotic disorders – 1.3% and 0%.
Borderline personality was observed in 9.1% of patients (the article does not state at
which point of observation).
A 9–14-year follow-up conducted in females born between 1968 and 1977 (in
Sweden) and hospitalized during adolescence due to AN showed that 8.7% of them had
persistent chronic psychiatric problems requiring inpatient treatment, while 21.4% of
them received social welfare. These patients had a 5.8-fold higher risk of poor health
(requirement for psychiatric hospitalization and/or death), and a 2.6-fold higher risk
of welfare dependency than that in the general population [34].
Råstam et al. [16] emphasized the fact that approximately 50% of patients suffered
from premorbid symptoms of obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), particularly,
obsessive-compulsive personality disorder (OCPD) and that depressive symptoms
usually develop during the course of AN. Over one third of patients were diagnosed
with OCD within their lifetime. After 7 years of follow-up in females with adolescentonset AN (after almost all patients achieved weight normalization) affective disorders,
OCD, and avoidant personality disorder continued to be overrepresented, and one in
five patients exhibited an autism spectrum disorder (ASD). After 10 years, the rates
of ASD or OCPD were over two times higher than in the control group, with affective
disorders (particularly depression and dysthymia) and anxiety disorders (particularly
OCD) more common than in the control group. Some authors go as far as to believe
that AN is a particular type of OCD, however, obsessions and compulsions are most
commonly associated with eating, appearance, and compulsive physical exercises,
although the content and severity of symptoms allow to establish an additional diagnosis only in some patients (as cited in: [40]).
Polish study in a large group of females treated in a hospital setting confirmed high
rates of OCD symptoms (in 25% of patients), with none of the patients meeting the
diagnostic criteria of OCD. Most of the patients reported the effect of OCD symptoms
on their functioning as low [41].
Prognostic factors
A meta-analysis of studies published in the second half of the 20th century [13]
showed that self-induced vomiting, purgative abuse, bulimic type of AN, chronic
character of symptoms, and obsessive-compulsive personality were associated with
poorer prognosis, whereas histrionic personality was associated with better outcomes.
The analysis was inconclusive as to the effect of the duration of inpatients treatment or
the degree of weight loss. Hyperactivity was found to have no prognostic significance.
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A review of literature from the period 2004–2009 suggested that symptom severity with the necessity for inpatient treatment and illness duration before treatment
initiation can help predict poorer treatment outcomes [24]. A number of studies indicated that the outcomes in terms of mortality, psychosocial functioning, psychiatric
disorders, and eating-related problem behaviors were better in adolescent-onset AN
than in adult-onset AN [20, 22, 42, 43]. Poor prognosis was reported in patients with
a very early illness onset (age 8–14) [44]. A more favorable prognosis in patients with
adolescent-onset AN and a poor prognosis in patients with childhood-onset AN were
confirmed in a meta-analysis by Steinhausen [13]. The meta-analysis also indicated that
a good parent-child relationship may protect against an unfavorable outcome. A large
population-based study (including some treatment-naïve patients) showed a higher
recovery rate in patients diagnosed before age 19 than in those ≥20 years old [17].
Favorable predictors in AN include early treatment initiation and good social
adjustment in the period prior to AN onset (as cited in: [45]). According to a study by
Wentz et al. [15] obsessive-compulsive personality traits preceding the onset of AN, age
of onset, and premorbid autistic traits are unfavorable prognostic factors in the group
of patients with adolescent-onset AN. Råstam, Gilberg and Wentz [16] reported that
concomitant OCD, OCPD, and ASD have a negative effect on AN outcome. Błachno
et al. [41] demonstrated that the presence of OCD symptoms was associated with the
risk of more rapid weight loss and a longer period necessary for weight restoration.
Strober et al. [22] indicated a greater likelihood of a chronic course of the illness
in patients with exacerbated compulsive exercising toward the end of hospitalization
and poor social relations prior to illness onset. A longer time to recovery was observed
in patients with a hostile attitude toward their families and very severe compulsive
behaviors in everyday activities. Early illness onset (before the age of 12) in this study
was not found to be associated with prediction of complete or partial recovery. Older
age at the beginning of follow-up, alcohol or drug abuse, endocrine disorders, negative family history for eating disorders were shown to be predictors of poor outcomes
or death [23].
Tozzi et al. [46] presented an interesting approach to factors associated with recovery and persistent AN symptoms. After an average of 15 years of AN onset (during
adolescence and adulthood), the most common patient-reported factors contributing
to recovery were supportive nonfamilial relationship or having a partner, maturation
or growing out of the illness, therapy or counseling, while the factors contributing to
persistent illness were the family’s focus on their weight and eating as well as their
own low self-esteem.
Conclusions
Despite the fact that recent studies report improved outcome for patients with
anorexia nervosa, it remains a serious disorder associated with high risk of chronic
course and death. More favorable outcome is observed in adolescent population.
The need for longstanding follow up and frequent psychiatric comorbidity should
be considered in treatment of anorexia nervosa.
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Future studies should focus on evaluation of different therapeutic programs, which
may further improve the effectiveness of treatment of AN.
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